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GOLF QUOTE
If you watch a game, it's
fun. If you play it, it's
recreation. If you work at
it, it's golf.

With the flowers blooming and the course in fantastic condition,
we are confident that golf season has arrived at Cordova Bay!
There is a lot going on at the golf course right now, from the
development of another veggie garden, to tee box renovations,
to a new offering of group lesson programs along with the
removal of red and yellow stakes, it's an exciting time here at
Cordova Bay! Scroll down to read all about these fantastic
changes that are taking place at the course as we speak.

Bob Hope

GARDENS OF THE BAY: What's happening
over on 7?
by Emily Peltier, Horticulturalist

Some keen eyes have spotted new activity left of #7 fairway. The smell of organic fish fertilizer is
wafting through the air; long, mounded rows of soil have seemingly popped up out of nowhere! Can
you guess? It's another vegetable garden! The success of our 'Fairway to Table' vegetable program
has inspired more space for growing food, and another opportunity for us to support our unique
ecosystem at Cordova Bay.

Whispers of additional growing space cropped up a few seasons ago
and I've had my eye on the plot on #7 ever since. Open and exposed
to full sun, flat and well-draining, the area is an ideal location for a
garden. Long-time players might remember it was once a sod nursery,
which means that important infrastructure like irrigation is already in
place and just waiting to water our new garden.

The gorgeous dark soil we installed is a product of our in-house
composting program. To construct our paths, we laid a layer of
cardboard directly onto the grass, which had been cut short prior to our
project. The cardboard will act as a barrier, preventing the grass and
weeds from coming up through the bark mulch we applied on top. The
cardboard will break down overtime, and by then the grass will be
weakened enough that it won't be a concern. This method is an
alternative to sod removal, spraying the grass, or applying a synthetic
weed barrier.
So, with the garden constructed the question you're probably asking is what are we going to grow?
Our priority is potatoes. Chef Walter Gurtner loves our garden grown potatoes especially the stunning
'Russian Blue' potatoes that are a bold purple colour. We have a whole row of the garden dedicated to
the purple potatoes and thanks to the warm weather in March, we already have our potatoes in the
ground. Other varieties planted include early 'Warba', and classics like 'Yukon Gold' and 'Kennebec.'
Along with the potatoes are four varieties of onions plus flowers like alyssum, borage and sunflowers
to draw pollinators to the area. As the weather kicks into higher heat we'll add more flowers, corn,
some pumpkins and maybe even melons to the area.

While it's tempting to dedicate the entire garden to potatoes, (and I'm sure
Walter wouldn't mind) a little biodiversity will help establish the garden as a
destination for beneficial insects, birds and reptiles. By creating a mindful and
balanced environment, we ensure the success of the garden for not just this
year, but many years ahead.

Not only will the new space increase our yields but will help us maintain our existing gardens. In order
to maintain healthy and productive soil most crops need to be rotated, meaning planted somewhere
where they haven't been grown in several years. Our existing vegetable gardens are too small to
properly rotate large or heavy-feeing crops like potatoes or pumpkins. Now with the third garden we
will be able to rotate our vegetables, reducing the risk of disease and improving the quality of our
harvests.

This exciting project is made easier by the many helpful hands on
our crew. From planning and clearing the site, to loading in the soil
and mulch, plus the all-important job of fencing the area, this
garden is a sum of its parts and we have many people to thank for
it. The continued support of our patrons allows us the opportunity to
expand the possibilities of golf course vegetable gardening!

I s it t ime t o s pruc e up y our garden? We've got you covered! You can
plant a little piece of Cordova Bay at your own home with our sweet pea
seeds, available in the pro shop by donation for a local charity.

Emily Peltier
Horticulturalist

PRO-SPECTIVE: The concept of Talent
by Corey Lowe, PGA of Canada

Working with juniors, I get asked quite frequently about whether or not I see any kids with talent. To
me, talent is a word that implies that the person is born with something special. That they have an
innate gift that others do not, and that gift is what sets them apart from others and makes them great
at a sport or activity. Personally, I do not believe in the word or the concept, so I thought I would
share my personal opinion on the word and how I was introduced to this train of thought.
It started with a quote I saw by Conor McGregor, one of the most
successful Mixed Martial Artists of our time.
"There is no talent here, this is hard work. This is an Obsession.
Talent doesn't exist, we are all equals as human beings. You could
be anyone if you put in the time. You will reach the top and that's
that. I am not talented, I am obsessed."
This quote made me think about the word differently than I ever had before. In the golf world, we do
see players who pick up the sport quite quickly. So, why does one junior pick up the game quickly
and one is slower? Two things: athletic ability and determination, or focus and attention to detail. I've
always seen a trend with these 'talented' players; they all seem to play multiple spots OR seem to
spend a lot of time at the golf course. Demonstrating that these juniors might not be 'gifted,' but they
might just have great focus, attention to detail, and determination to spend so much time at the golf
course working to get better.

So when we call someone talented, it doesn't make them train or work
harder, it makes them feel like they have been gifted with something and
that they don't need to try any harder to get better. Next time you see
someone who you might perceive as talented, ask a few questions to find
out how they got to be so good - I think it might be more hard work than
you thought!

A pril Fit Day s !
Join us on April 13th for the Titleist fitting day. Complimentary times are available between 10am

and 3pm - call the pro shop to book a time!
If you're more of a Callaway person... join us on April 20th the for Callaway fitting day.
Complimentary times are available between 10am and 3pm - call the pro shop to book a time!
A pril S hort Game S eries - Three 1 hour s es s ions at $65
April 4th - 6th at 7pm with Brian Hann
April 21st - 23rd at 2:30pm with Doug Mahovlic
Click here to find out more and register!

Corey Lowe
PGA of Canada
c orey . lowe@c ordov abay golf . c om
www.cordovabaygolf.com/lessons

PRO SHOP UPDATE: Callaway's expanded
2019 ball lineup covers all bases
by George Ahara
The most visible change in the 2019 lineup is the ERC Ball. At fist glance you will see three stripes
on the side ... this doesn't mean they are range balls. The lines are actually quite scientific in design
and will assist all of us in our regular play and practice.
The lines are positioned and coloured based on the principles of Vernier
Visual Acuity. While we at Cordova Bay like to think that golf shouldn't be
as tough as landing an airplane, this technology is used by pilots for the
benefit of alignment while landing on aircraft carriers.
The ball itself features all the benefits of a Graphene infused core (more
distance) coupled with a new blend of materials in the cover to maintain
control for those crucial short shots. This new ball is in stock and
available in both white and yellow.
For those that enjoy the performance and benefits of a highperformance ball, the Chrome Soft and Chrome Soft X check all boxes.
Through April 15, this ball is available to be personalized through the
Callaway Loyalty Program. The loyalty program offers players 4 dozen
balls for the price of 3. It is a great way to prepare yourself for the 2019
season.
Finally, perhaps the best value priced ball in the market, the Callaway
Supersoft is back with some performance tweaks for this year. The ball
is now available in 5 colours and two sizes. Yes, TWO sizes! Supersoft
is available in Magna. Slightly larger, the Magna is perfect for those with
slower swing speeds who are looking to get more carry on all shots...
which can be a good thing.
Look forward to seeing you at the course.

George Ahara

MAINTENANCE UPDATE: A busy spring
by Dean Piller, Superintendent

Following one of the coldest February's on record, the month of March has truly been exceptional.
This warm and dry month has given our maintenance team every opportunity to start working through
our list that was put on hold during the weeks of snow cover. Our list of goals and objectives for the
spring is long but we are working through them one by one and are excited to see the outcomes.
Bunker renovations continue to be on our list of course
improvements for the upcoming season. The majority of the
sand has been flipped over to eliminate the layering that had
occurred, which has dramatically improved the texture and
consistency of the sand in the bunkers. Newly renovated
bunkers on three, four and six are close to being opened and

similar renovations are planned for several other bunkers where
28 years of play has created higher and deeper faces than
originally intended.

Our newly combined red and white tee box on 18 is almost finished. Once
completed, renovations will begin on the red/white tee deck on eleven, the
blue/black tee deck on four and the gold/black/blue deck on eight. In each
case these tee boxes will be re-leveled to the original grade and the size of
them increased by approximately 25-30 percent.
Despite the 3-4 weeks of snow cover we experienced this winter the overall weather was very kind to
us. The greens, tees, fairways and rough have all come through in very good shape for this time of
year. During the first two to three weeks in April, our team will be busy with solid tine aeration,
topdressing and dethatching at both the Bay and Ridge courses to prepare the playing surfaces for
the summer traffic and summer heat stress that is only just a few months away. All these
maintenance tasks will cause minimal surface disruption but will be doing a world of good to the soil
below and turf grass canopy.
All of us on the Maintenance team are very excited about the 2019 golf season. We hope you enjoy
your spring and be sure to take the time to enjoy the activity of Nature around you during your spring
golf games.

Dean Piller
Superintendent

Ch Ch Ch Changes
by Jim Goddard, Director of Golf

A commitment to continuous improvement
A strategic intention to present the golf course in it's natural state.
This year's revised and simplified rules of golf have intersected perfectly with these two long standing
Cordova Bay values.
Here are two important changes we have implemented thanks to the new rules.
1. All red and yellow stakes have been removed from the course. Our local rule has deemed that
all penalty areas are RED. They will now be defined as all areas that contain a pond, or a creek,
whether or not water is present. The margin is defined by where the grass is no longer cut. The
simplified rules allow you to ground your club, take practice swings, remove loose impediments,
just like you can everywhere else.
2. Many areas previously marked as Out of Bounds, (left of 7 and 14 are two examples) are Play
Hard Areas. In other words, if you can find it, play hard. If not, you may drop anywhere between
where your ball is likely lost and 2 club lengths from the edge of the fairway. Penalty 2
strokes.Out of Bounds will be described in the local rules as either a boundary fence or ditch,
depending on the hole. Most importantly fewer artificial white stakes
Another change that will create a few head scratches is the new placement of tee boxes on hole #12.
In two locations you will find an unmatched set of tee markers, one red and one white. They are
identified as Women's (Par 5) or Men's (Par 4). Please check to see if you are playing from the correct
set before teeing off. Most often the Par 5 tee will be further back than the Par 4. The topic of #12
brings to mind another change you will see in 2019. This one procedural rather than physical.
A good thing to remember this year is, play the course as you find it.
It is a design flaw that our red tees on Par 3's range in yardage from 121 to 130 yards. This results in
players using more or less the same club on every hole. We believe that a good test of golf ensures
that a player use every club in their bag during a round of golf. The way that Par 3's are set up goes a
long way to achieving that. It is our intention to provide a variety of yardages on Par 3's from every set
of tee boxes this year. So, don't be alarmed if once in a while the red tees are behind the white tees, or
once in a while behind the blues ... simply play the course as you find it.

Jim Goddard
Director of Golf

SEASONAL WINE CHOICES: Spring
by Grant Soutar, Restaurant Manager

Winter is over, vines are awakening and temperatures are rising but there is still a crispness to the air
and weather is variable. In the last article on seasonal wine choices, we spoke about choosing warm
and full bodied wines during the cold months. We discussed whites like chardonnay and viognier,
reds like cabernet and merlot, and roses from Malbec or Syrah.
Now that we are officially into spring, it is a great time to move into something a bit lighter, more
aromatic and maybe even something you've never tried before.
Here are some suggestions on wines that will match the food and weather during this variable time of
year.
White
.
Sauvignon Blanc: A crisper varietal to match the crispness of the
season. Aromas of cut grass are a reminder of the work soon to be
done. Try something from Sancerre in the Loire Valley. It is crisp and
mineral but a bit less "in your face" than the New Zealand style.
Gruner Veltliner (Austria): A wonderful example of wine from a colder
climate and a good substitute for Sauvignon Blanc or Pinot Gris.
Austrian examples have bright acidity and flavours of citrus, apple and a
hint of spice.
Un-oaked Chardonnay: Now is the time to try something without
wood aging. Chablis is a good option with a crisp, mineral style and
little to no oak. You can expect apple, mineral notes and stone fruit
flavours that can become honey like with age.

Red
New World Pinot Noir: Something from the New Zealand's Central Otago
Valley. These would be soft and fruity with red fruit flavours of raspberry and
strawberry. BC's south coast climate is also great for Pinot Noir. Averill
Creek from the Cowichan Valley is a good choice if you want to try
something local. This option is $30+ but worth the extra few dollars.
Barbera: From northern Italy this grape is higher in acidity and lower in
tannins than most reds. If you are eating seafood and really want a red wine,
this is one you can try.
Gamay Noir: Try one of the Cru Beaujolais from France, beautiful examples
of Gamay wines made in the Burgundy style.
Bubble
Lambrusco: Sparkling red wine from Emelia Romania in central Italy. You'll
surprise your friends when they see such a deep, dark purple wine with bubbles.
This wine is brightly acidic with red and dark fruit flavours of raspberry, plum,
blueberry and light tannins.
BC Liquor stores have a couple of options at fairly reasonable prices. ($19 to $22)

As I have mentioned previously, there is no wrong choice when it comes to wine rules - if you like it,
drink it. There are just some guidelines to hopefully give you a better experience. If you try some of
these suggestions, I would love to hear what you think. Just be careful if you get me started talking
about wine and have anywhere you need to be.

April Wine Suggestion:
Adorada Rose, California $18.99 at BCLDB
Fetzer Vineyards introduced this wine in 2017.
Crafted in an aromatic
style, reminiscent of a floral fragrance and marketed in a wax draped bottle

to emulate a luxury perfume bottle.
Winemaker Margaret Leonardi said
"we crafted these wines to exhibit the evocative floral
aromas usually associated with fragrant perfume. We wanted
to change things up a bit.. & to balance the k iss-stained
hue of our rose with an unexpected nose of spice &
botanicals."
The wine is aromatic with a nose of wild rose and sweet pea and notes of
strawberry and honeycomb on the palate. Fruity with good balancing
acidity this wine tastes a bit off-dry to start but finishes dry and citrusy.

Grant Soutar
Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager
We are looking for outstanding people to join our team. If you think you or someone you know would
be a great fit in the pro shop, at the ridge, in the restaurant, at the mini golf or on course, please have
them drop by with a resume or email (noting department of choice) to info@cordovabaygolf.com.

CANADIAN ANTI-SPAM LEGISLATION
As of July 1, 2014 new legislation was put in place to combat spam marketing and email.
Cordova Bay fully supports this legislation and wants to make sure all of our emails are sent to those
wishing to receive them. We hope you continue to read our newsletter, but if you wish to unsubscribe
we always provide this option in all of our communications. If you have any questions or concerns
please feel free to contact us at info@cordovabaygolf.com.
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